Proposals Funded
The Committee received 57 proposals for funding for the 2014-2015 academic year from a variety of departments, faculty, staff, and students. In total, the Committee awarded funds to 50 of the proposals. Below are the 57 proposals in the order of submission to the committee. Each proposal is designated by the proposal number and name followed by a brief description and the amount approved for funding by the committee.

1. Albee Pool Safety & Security Cameras
To enhance the Albee pool safety and security for all campus users of the pool we are requesting funding for 3 cameras. The success of this project will be measured by fewer accident/incident reports filed. Funded: $6,000

2. Women's Center Lab
We would like to request five (5) new PC's for the Women’s Center Lab. Funded: $3,935

3. Disability Lab New Computer
This is to replace the oldest computer in the Dempsey 120 Lab used by students with disabilities. Funded: $976

4. Fan Entertainment Computer
The Athletics Department has reached the last leg of life for the laptop we utilize to play music at all of our sporting events. The request was for $1,000, however the committee felt an iPod or similar device would provide the requested functionality at a lower cost. Funded: $350

5. Student Health Center Campus Vision
Installation of Campus Vision for Radford Hall/Student Health Center users. Funded: $2,187

6. Student Health 101
This electronic health promotion magazine is tailored to the college student offering education on nutrition, physical exercise, health promotion topics, self care guide, etc. Funded: $8,100

7. Student Health Center Wireless Installation Radford Hall
Install wireless access points on the first floor of Radford hall for student wireless access while visiting student health. Funded: $4,983
8. **Campus 4% Budget Cut proposal**  
Our budget cut assessment has included 4% of the STF fund, $47,502. We are proposing to permanently transfer a staff member's salary to STF, to make up the amount assessed for the STF fund. Funded: $48,344 and approved perpetually.

9. **Campus Adobe software licensing agreement**  
We are asking half the Adobe agreement be covered by Student Technology fee to preserve access to current versions of Adobe software in departmental and general access student computer labs. Funded: $38,687 and approved perpetually.

10. **D2L self-paced orientation**  
Build a self-paced interactive D2L orientation so users can see (simulation) and use (hands on practice) the tools and functions in D2L. We are requesting hiring two students to work on the project. Funded: $4,840

11. **Disability Lab Supplies**  
This proposal is for supplies including paper and toner cartridges, and replenishment of ink cartridges for Live Scribe smart pens. Request was for $1,813, however the paper and toner will be covered by the general Campus Student Printing proposal (#51). Funded: $120

12. **Student Rec & Wellness Fitness on Demand**  
Fitness on Demand allows users to participate in a group exercise class through a video they select at a convenient time for them. Funded: $10,240

13. **Campus Podcast support**  
Server maintenance and microphone upgrades are required to ensure continuation of podcast and lecture capture support. Funded: $10,499 and approved perpetually.

14. **Presentations Lab Printer upgrade and pharos integration**  
Replace the color laser printer in the Graphics and Presentations Lab. Integrate the Graphics & Presentations lab into pharos and managed printing systems. Request was for $6,322, however the Pharos license will be covered by the general Campus Pharos License proposal (#52). Funded: $5,629

15. **Writing Center Paper for Pharos Printer**  
We would like to continue to offer on-site printing to writers and other students who visit the academic support suite in the Student Success Center. Request was for $164, however the paper and toner will be covered by the general Campus Student Printing proposal (#51). Funded: $0

16. **Writing Center Scheduling and Tracking System**
The University since has developed a tracking system, but no appropriate scheduling system could be developed with the on-campus resources available. Funded: $715

**17. Polk Library Informational Kiosk**
An informational kiosk placed in the entrance of the library would provide students quick access to services such as real-time computer availability, building hours, maps, group study sessions. Funded: $6,850

**18. UARC Lab Printing**
Paper and toner for the student printer in the UARC. Request was for $5,000, however the paper and toner will be covered by the general Campus Student Printing proposal (#51). Funded: $0

**19. Student Media Live Broadcast Infrastructure and Equipment Upgrade**
Titan TV and WRST are proposing a collaborative project to overhaul the distribution infrastructure and to upgrade the outdated equipment used to provide live coverage of UW Oshkosh athletic events. Funded: $86,736

**20. Library Microform Scanners**
Polk Library seeks a microfilm scanner that would make these large and unique microform-based collections more usable and attractive to students. Funded: $30,342

**21. Polk 116A Instructional Lab Projector & Screen Replacement**
Polk 116A is a teaching lab that librarians use to provide information literacy instruction to students. A new projector would allow us to have a brighter room while teaching. Funded: $4,298

**22. Women’s Center Student Printer Ink**
The Women’s Center would like to request 1 toner cartridge for our student lab printer. Request was for $113, however the paper and toner will be covered by the general Campus Student Printing proposal (#51). Funded: $0

**23. Library Maintenance and USB drives to support Public scanners**
Based on the popularity of this service, we are requesting STF to continue support by funding maintenance on the 4 scanners. Request was for $3,220, however the committee did not see the need for USB drives. Funded: $1,720

**24. Counseling Center Testing/Relaxation/iPod**
Career Testing Materials; Relaxation/Rejuvenation Room Equipment and Supplies; iPod Touch and accessories; 20 cases of paper. Request was for
$4,763, however the committee did not choose to support the iPod or Relaxation Room. Funded: $2,790

25. University Books & More Student Schedule Computer
We would like a new computer for students to use to look up and print their class schedules in our textbook department. Funded: $887

26. Lab Consultants for Polk 101 Reference Lab
Lab Consultants in Polk 101 Reference Lab makes it possible for the library to offer assistance during most hours that the library is open. Lab Consultants are staffed until midnight. Funded: $30,000

27. Lab Consultants for Polk 101 Reference Lab
Lab Consultants in Polk 101 Reference Lab. Proposal not funded as it was a repeat of proposal number 26. Funded: $0

28. Campus License Renewal of RefWorks
RefWorks is an online bibliographic management tool, allowing students to be able to automatically export citations from databases then automatically generate bibliographies and in-text citations. Funded: $16,000 and approved perpetually.

29. Campus Academic Search Complete
This is by far the most popular academic database that the library provides students. Funded: $12,535 and approved perpetually.

30. OSA Student Computers
Computers one for SLS (Student Legal Services) sponsored by OSA and one for the OSA computer lab that all students use. Funded: $1,874

31. Disability Lab Printer, Pharos Print Management
Purchase of a new Printer and Scanner and the Pharos Print Management tracking system to bring the Disability Services 120 lab to standard with other general-purpose labs. Request was for $1,603, however the paper and toner will be covered by the general Campus Student Printing proposal (#51). Funded: $705

32. Oshkosh Scholar Computer Equipment
Campus undergraduate research journal that is produced almost entirely by students and is funded through Differential Tuition. We have been told by the DT Committe to seek funding via the STF. Funded: $1,250

33. Campus ePortfolio export tool
D2L ePortfolio currently offers some limited export functions for its ePortfolio content. We have a prototype tool under development to ensure students can export an adaptable copy of their content. Funded $7,120
34. Campus support for student eportfolio use
We would like to provide dedicated lab support hours for students using D2L ePortfolio. Funded: $21,488

35. Campus Wireless Upgrade
The campus IT staff would like to upgrade and add wireless access points to various residence halls and campus academic buildings. Funded: $320,000

36. Geology field cases for iPads
We have 25 iPads that we use in teaching and would like to equip 12 of them to be taken outside on field trips. Funded: $1,600

37. Printing in Journalism Labs
To provide students with high-quality and cost-efficient printing, the Department of Journalism is proposing to have Student Tech Fund sponsor the printing in Journalism labs. Request was for $10,489, however the paper and toner will be covered by the general Campus Student Printing proposal (#51). Funded: $3,389

38. Geology ceiling mount for digital projector
We are seeking funds to mount a second digital projector from the ceiling in the main lecture room in Harrington Hall, room 217. Funded: $800

39. Campus Rave Alert Emergency Notification System
The primary goal is to continue the operation of the Universitys Rave Alert Emergency Notification System. Funded: $11,300 and approved perpetually.

40. Promoting and Supporting an Inclusive Learning Community
Purchase computer equipment for student usage. Our intent is to place equipment throughout the upper areas of the facility to support students. Request was for $6,514, however the paper and toner will be covered by the general Campus Student Printing proposal (#51). Funded: $5,437

41. CollegiateLink Funding for 2014-2015
Reeve Union is requesting funding to provide the CollegiateLink (TitanLink) web software to UW Oshkosh for the 2014-2015 year. Funded: $15,670

42. Student Breakout Writing Consultations
We propose to add technology (laptop and wall-mounted monitor) to Radford 212 to assist students more effectively with help sessions for writing their compositions. Proposal not funded, as it is a repeat of proposal number 46. Funded: $0

43. CampusVision Software Maintenance
Reeve Union is requesting funding for one-year Software Maintenance Agreement (SMA) for the CampusVision digital signage system. Funded: $3,293 and approved perpetually.

44. Student Breakout Writing Consultations
We propose to add technology (laptop and wall-mounted monitor) to Radford 212 to assist students more effectively with help sessions for writing their compositions. Proposal not funded, as it is a repeat of proposal number 46. Funded: $0.00

45. 25Live
We are requesting annual funding for the maintenance fees to support 25Live, the campus wide room/space scheduling software. Funded: $21,140 and approved perpetually.

46. Student Breakout Writing Consultations
[THIS IS THE CORRECTED PROPOSAL. We propose to add technology (laptop and wall-mounted monitor) to Radford 212 to assist students more effectively with help sessions for writing their compositions. Funded: $1,900]

47. CampusVision Screen and Player Hardware Upgrades
Reeve Union is requesting funding to upgrade the screens and computer hardware that run CampusVision in Reeve Union, Blackhawk Commons, Student Rec and Wellness, Polk Library, and Scott Hall. Funded: $17,000

48. GCA Lab Hardware
The estimated cost to replace Windows computers in Radford and Swart is $159,300. We are requesting Student Technology Fee funds to make up that difference and maintain the 4-year replacement cycle for the 486 lab computers. Funded: $26,326

CSO Interfase Annual License Fee (including Student Check-in and Data Modules), Co-Op and Outcomes Survey Annual License, Focus Career/Explorer, CareerSpots, Optimal, My World Abroad, Jobs4WIGrads Consortium, and What Can I Do With A Major. Funded: $41,677

50. GCA Lab Software
We request funds to support the instructional and lab management software needs of the campus. Funded: $40,000

51. Campus Student Printing
Instead of 17 separate proposals for "no fee" printing in various locations on campus, we're going to try to do this in one proposal. Request was for $166,000, however, due to the additional proposals it will need to cover, the committee increased the award. Funded: $186,000
52. **Campus Pharos Site License Plus**
We would like a site license for Pharos so that we can expand student printing to other areas such as all department teaching labs (sciences, foreign languages, journalism, etc.). Funded: $15,500

53. **Campus GCA Lab Scanners**
Replace the scanners in each GCA lab with one similar to what has been installed in the library. Request was for $27,660, however, the committee recommended a pilot test of the scanners be done in two labs. Funded: $9,220

54. **Stage, DJ, Dance Lighting for Titan Underground**
Reeve Union is requesting funding to improve the stage lighting in Titan Underground to augment band, dance and DJ type events. Funded: $0

55. **Upgrade Reeve 307 Theatre Projector**
Reeve Union is seeking funding to replace the projector in Reeve 307 with a high lumens, native widescreen projector from NEC or Panasonic. Funded: $20,000

56. **Campus Zimride license**
Reeve Union is seeking funding of the Zimride ridesharing website for UW Oshkosh student use through June 2017, a total 3 contract years of funding. Funded: $28,500

57. **Presentations Lab Software upgrades**
The Presentations Lab requires an upgrade to two software packages. Funded: $1,068